
The installation normally takes just a day, and the 
surface can be walked on again in 24-48 hours.
With a variety of colors to choose from, Rubbitall® 
makes it possible for you to coordinate your 
patio furniture and house exterior with your safety 
surface. You can choose from many standard  
color mixes or create your own!

Rubber Safety Surfacing is a clean and 
creative way to exhibit your logo! Custom 
designs & logos can be installed in your 
Rubbitall® surface. Whether it’s your golf 
club emblem or your family crest, Rubbitall® 
can inlay the most intricate of designs.

Rubbitall® is versatile, eliminates 
noise and provides comfort

Rubbitall® is your perfect solution 
for pool decks, hot tub areas and 
all other wet–deck surfaces!

It’s easy to maintain and 
it’s guaranteed!

The surface is comfortable to walk on in bare 
feet even on the most hottest summer afternoon!

Rubbitall® is anti-fungal, anti-bacterial, and UV 
resistant plus it doesn’t crack under extreme 
temperatures and it’s even strong enough for a 
power washer at 2500 psi.

After Rubbitall®

Rubbitall® Logos

Before Rubbitall®

10 year
 warranty!

*limited

No more cracked 
coNcrete!



Rubbitall® is a non-slip safety surface for 
wet deck areas that acts in a similar way to a 
bath mat when wet. This makes it great for kids 
if they are running around on it because they 
won’t slip!

Rubbitall® is comprised of rubber granules mixed 
with resin and poured into place, a method 
used for over 30 years.

Most commonly applied around a pool deck. 
It can be installed over most surfaces, including 
interlock, asphalt, flagstone, wood and even 
old cracked concrete!

SIMPLY NO OTHER SURFACE LIKE IT!

SUGGESTED COLORS
Any of these can be mixed to create a look 

that’s clearly your own. RubbitAll
RUBBIN’ YOU RIGHT

RubbitAll
RUBBIN’ YOU RIGHT

blue me away citrus yellow

envy Green florida orange

pitch black purple rain

red tide sepia Gray

sky high blue sunshine Gold
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